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I student work// 5th year field chapel II max mahaffey and brian moore 
5TH YEAR 
We remember the corncrib - the weathered red 
paint on the wooden slats; the refuse of birds and 
rodents that have passed through it; the crossing 
wood members supporting its sunken roof. The crib 
belongs in these midwest landscapes. 
We remember the temple - the faded wooden 
floorboards beneath our bare feet, creaking as we 
softly move from one space to another. The emp-
tiness in the atmosphere allows nature to fill our 
thoughts . There is a place in our memories reserved 
for the vernacular and the sacred. 
The chapel is intended to encourage reflec-
tion and evoke a spirit of inquiry. It is a slow space. 
Throughout the semester we have resisted the pre-
scriptive processes typical of our educations. In lieu 
of orthogonal drawings, we made small haphazard 
mock-ups and kept our drawings brief and gestural. 
The labor of torching and cleansing wood allowed us 
time to reflect and approach the more oblique aspects 
of architecture. Through these gestures, the act of 
making came into focus. 
5TH YEAR 
